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' Reurairtels dated April.15, 1975, and =. 
‘April 17, 1975, advising thet a twin lens Mamiveflex (ese 
camera, SN 65397, with viewing lens, SN 692766 and 65mm 
lens, SN 692615, was being furnished separately, and te 
enclosing contect print strips of two photographs taken | 2°. 
with the above described Femiyaflex and also enclosing 
a proof strip and other copies of photorraphn taken with ~ 
a 35mmcoamera ty photographer Williem Allen, — Se Se 

The Merlyaflex carera was used by S/.‘Lyndal L. 
Shaneyfelt in Dallas on May 7 and May 8, 1975, for on-site 
studies being made for the Rockefeller Commission. The ~~. 
Mamiyaflex was turred over to rerresentatives of your office 
on Hay 8, 1975, for temporary retention. The Laboratory -. 
studies have been completed for the Rockefeller Commission 
and the Mamiyaflex, therefore, can be returhed to the we 
Dallas Horning News photographer Tom C. Dillard who made... 
it available. co a Po tl 
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fae ooo te" ae contact print strip ‘of the two photographs ae 
contact strip print ~: prom the Hamlyaflex camera and the 

made by photographer William Allen are . - 

returned herew 
eontributors. 
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